2023 WUSV Qualification Trial
For the German Shepherd Dog

Where: Robert’s Centre (123 Gano Rd, Wilmington, OH 45177)
When: June 10-11, 2023 (Practice and helper tryouts June 9)
Judge: Hari Arčon
Host: United Schutzhund Clubs of America
At stake: Top 6 competitors earn a spot on the WUSV team for the 2023 WUSV Championship

COMPETITORS

USCA
1. Michael Sweeney / Pascha vom Stadtfeld
2. Frank Phillips / Asko von der Siegermacht
3. Amanda Homan / Finnick vom Warkonhaus
4. Kristen DeYoung (Oberholtzer) / Quattro vom Floyd Haus
5. Gregory Doud / Axel Lucaty
6. Carina Sweeney / Kobe vom tapferen Krieger
7. Mike Diehl / Austin z Diehlomov
8. Joshua Lininger / Dewil Moravia Kerberos
9. Meredith Nuzum / Benny de Lupus Saevus II
10. Marla Stickel / Girmo z Cagova raje

GSDCA
1. Ashley Foersch / Basha von Fallamhain
2. Carmel Fitzgibbon / Hiro vom Weinbergblick
3. Kawa Boguslaw / Chase Rilyn
4. Megan Kersey / Dirk vom Nordecker Hof
5. Brian Dyer / Hiram Risk
6. Mark Scarberry / Urs von Wolfsdreieck
7. Cassandra Jones / Nemesis v. Hanrahaus
8. Jill Doherty / Waran vom Walshagen
9. Brian Charry / Atlas von Charry
10. Deborah Lopez / Baxter ze Ztracenych skal

PERSONNEL
- Event Chair: Jim Alloway
- Secretary: Trish Sansbury
- Tracking Coordinator: Jim Alloway
- Helper #1: Mark Torrence GSDCA
- Helper #2: Brady Schnowske USCA

- Helper (alt): Colt Dickson USCA
- Helper (alt): Demetrius Pettway GSDCA
- Tracklayer #1: Chris Thompson
- Tracklayer #2: Mike Karlov
EVENT BASICS

- Tracking
  - Gappay articles
  - Sod

- Obedience
  - The jump and wall will be on the competitor’s LEFT when starting the heeling exercise. The dumbbell rack will be on the outside of jump and the wall.
  - Gappay Jump

- Protection
  - Blind search starts to the RIGHT.
  - Gappay blinds

SCHEDULE (Tentative)

**Friday, June 9, 2023**
9:30am – 11:10am USCA Practice
11:20 – 1:00pm GSDCA Practice
1:15pm Helper try-outs at stadium
6:00pm Draw

**Saturday, June 10, 2023**
6:30am Tracking
9:00am Obedience at Stadium
11:00am Protection at Stadium

**Sunday, June 11, 2023**
6:30am Tracking
9:00am Obedience at Stadium
11:00am Protection at Stadium

*We will move ahead of schedule where possible due to possible heat.*

FIELD LOCATION: Robert’s Centre (123 Gano Rd, Wilmington, OH 45177)

PRACTICE INFORMATION

- Use of corrective devices is not permitted on trial grounds during practice or at any time during the event. Competitors who violate this provision will be dismissed immediately.
- THERE WILL BE NO PRACTICE FIELD. PLEASE BRING YOUR OWN BLINDS IF YOU NEED TO PRACTICE OTHER THAN FRIDAY’S FIELD PRACTICE.
- No one is to be on the trial fields before/after their scheduled practice time. This includes walking on competitor field and use of any of the sod farms selected.
- Each dog will likely Track and do Protection on the same day and Obedience on the other.
- Teams should provide their own practice dumbbells, practice gunfire and helpers.
- Field direction for Obedience / Protection are indicated by the green arrow
- Long down blind will be roughly near Blind 1 location
- The jump/wall will be approximately near Blind 2 location